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Dear applicants interested in taking part in the football camp in Hamburg, Germany,  

We are very happy to announce that the Goethe-Institut in London has teamed up for 

another round of our extremely popular football camp with the legendary football club FC 

St.Pauli!  

We would like to offer applicants between 14 and 15 years (for the autumn camp), 14 to 

17 (for the summer camp) or 16 and 17 years (for the spring camp) the unique chance to 

spend one week in Hamburg, one of Germany’s most attractive cities.  

The workshop will take place as described on our website, and includes the flight, 

accommodation, and all the food as well as coach travel to all the different places visited 

in Hamburg and the football ground.  

All the (sports) clothes will be washed by our very professional team there as well. The 

program will include German football-related lessons with two very experienced and 

professional coaches, many activities concerning football, e.g. football workshops and 

German classes related to the topic as well, a tour of St Pauli stadium, and other leisure 

time activities.  

We especially welcome the participation of girls in the project.  

To apply for this unique chance to really experience a well-known football club in 

Germany in connection with the German language, please fill in the application form on 

our webpage.  

We will then send out further information and forms to be filled in by a set deadline 

through the respective teacher.  

 

Please note that the candidates should (be) 

 

 - make a deposit of GBP 140 (UK applications)/EUR 150 (EU applications; not applicable 

for PASCH school students) in due course after having been accepted for the camp and 

after having received the confirmation email (this applies for all of the applications and 

will be re-issued after having taken part in the camp. In case of a now-show, the deposit 

will be kept to cover administrative costs.).  

- selected also according to their capacity and willingness of making the trip to Germany 

alone or in small groups as because of the locations of the different schools in the UK as 
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we cannot make sure that the group of students will travel together (this includes check-

in at the airport etc.),  

- able and willing to wait alone or in small groups at some airports to wait for their flight 

connection if need be (and in acknowledging the risks that a necessary transit 

encounters),  

- flights can only be booked after the necessary (consent) forms have been received, 

meaning flight information cannot be sent out earlier,  

- be willing to give their consent for their photos being published on the Goethe-Institut’s 

social media channels or web page (to be consented to in the application form to follow 

for successful candidates only) 


